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From the Director 

Welcome to the third issue of the International Flying Disc Collector's 
newsletter We have some really good articles in this issue. One in particular 
by Bruce Willis on the Pro Model Frisbee®. Bruce has done years of research 
on this subject and is one of the country's more noteworthy Pro Model collectors. 
In a letter that Bruce wrote to me that carne with his article he noted that there 
is some facts that he found that contradict fmdings that were published in 
Stancil Johnson's book "Frisbee". So keep this in mind when reading Bruce's 
article. You may even want to update Stancil's book if you have one. 

In our last two issues we reported on alot of varied discs. In the future we 
will go into more detail on our articles about certain discs. If any of you have or 
had a collecting speciality PLEASE contact me by letter or telephone. You, 
like Bruce, may have information we need to document in our newsletters in 
the upcoming issues. 

It's that time again to renew your membership. On the last page of this 
newsletter is a renewal membership form. We have added a few items such as 
your collecting interests which we would like for you to fill out and send back 
to us. If you prefer you can copy this or write the information on a separate 
piece of paper so you won't have to tear the form out of your newsletter. If 
you have any suggestions for us on anyU1ing you would like to see in the 
newsletter write that down also. 

You have two ways to renew your membership. You can renew for the annual 
$10.00 a year or renew for three years for a discounted $25.00 and receive a 
Frisbee® Fastback FB-3 clear metal flake with your name and membership 
number. No matter which you choose you still will receive fourcolornewsletters 
a year. The $25.00membership is to establish a finanical base for our association 
for the future. 

Collectively yours, 

If you find mistakes in this publication, please 
consider that they are there for a purpose. We 

publish something for everyone, and some people 
are always looking for mistakes!!! 



The#l ante in Disc Golf 

Innova-Champion Discs, Inc. 
1735 Monticello Ct. 
Ontario, CA 917 61 

(714) 947-7885 



The Pro: 25 Years of Service 

By: Bruce Willis 

This year marks a special anniversary in the development 
of flying discs: the instrument of our game of Guts, the Pro, will 
be 25 years old in October. I think a look back over those 25 years 
can help us appreciate the disc we now use, rerrund some of us old
timers of tournaments gone by, and maybe stimulate interest in 
collecting among the newer generation of players. 

In the beginning, discs were just toys, something to throw 
around the backyard as a leisure activity. However, in October 
1964, Wham-0 introduced the first serious disc for sport use, the 
Professional Model Frisbee®, and disc play has been different ever 
since. The Pro Model set a standard in flight characteristics and 
quality that wasn't even approached by anyone else until the CPI 
All-Star came along in the mid 70's. The Pro quickly replaced the 
Pluto Platter in Guts play and became solidly entrenched in the 
game as the official Guts disc. If you can imagine trying to play 
Guts with a Pluto Platter you will understand the impact made by 
the arrival of the Pro. With the exception of the raised lettering 
having been removed from the top side, the Pro is virtually 
unchanged today in its outward appearance from those first discs 
produced 25 years ago. But, that doesn't mean changes have not 
occurred over the years, changes that have made the Pro Model an 
object of interest to many players and collectors. Let me try to 
highlight the history of the Pro from my vantage point as a player 
and collector over the last 15 years. 

The first Pro Model was produced in a retooled Pluto 
Platter mold. The engraving on the bottom was unchanged, still 
carrying the DES. PAT beneath the FLAT FLIP FLIES 
STRAIGHT-· instructions. This was the first period mold 1 Pro 
and was only made in white. The single black band on the top was 
nota hot stamp butasortofpaintthat was set with heat and referred 
to as a" flamed" band. (The story has it that Ed Headrick took some 
of these first Pros into Watts during the riots and tried to give them 
out as a peace gesture. The results of his effort are a little fuzzy, but 
the first period mold 1 Pro that I have in my collection was found 
in the hands oftwo black men at the beach in L.A. during one of the 
Rose Bowl World Frisbee Championships in the late 70's) Subse
quent retooling removed the DES. PAT, added PAT. PEND., and 
finally replaced PAT. PEND. with the patent number and added 
the copyright date 1965. Production with the 1 mold was finally 
halted sometime around 1970. It may have become one of the two 
All-American Model molds. 
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It should also be noted that the numeral1 was backwards on all discs 
from this mold. Besides the initial white color, the mold 1 saw the 
introduction of pw-ple, maroon, turquoise, and chartreuse, and 
possibly fire orange. 

The mold 10 was introduced in 1965 to supplement 
production of the Pro. It was a new mold rather than a retooling of 
another disc, and carried the PAT. PEND. engraving similar to the 
third period mold 1. The first 10's also bad the "flamed" band. The 
10's received the same upgrades as the mold 1's (patent number, 
etc.) until, in the early 70's, the top was completely retooled to 
produce the All-Amelican Model. The mold 10 was the first to 
produce Moonlighters, even a blueMoonlighterinone test run. The 
first premium labels, Chevy and Chrysler, also appeared on the 10. 

Another new mold, the 4, began producing discs in 1968. 
This was a very short-lived mold in its original4 designation. I'm 
told that it just didn't fly the same as the other Pros (the 1 and the 10) 
and this may be the reason for its early retirement and subsequent 
overhaul. There were not very many 4's produced. Most of them 
were white, but a few chartreuse 4's did get out on the market. The 
revamped mold 4 eventually showed up as the split digit 14, 
described later. 

The second new mold in 1968 was the 15. It, too, had 
problems entering full scale production. It was significantly 
heavier U1an the otl1er Pros; U1e first of the "brickbats." The first 
discs from this mold were the frrst frre orange Pros to be used in the 
1FT (1968). They were also U1e only batch made from the initial 
mold because the word "straight" was misspelled on the bottom: 
FLAT FLIP FLIES STRIGHT. There may have been only 200 
of iliese rare discs, most of tl1em destroyed in play. The spelling was 
quickly corrected, and a batch of turquoise discs was then produced 
(and, according to rumor, some maroon) before the mold was again 
retooled, still in 1968. This time, the objective of the rework was 
to reduce tl1e weight of tl1e disc. People were actually returning 
their disc to Wham-0 because they weighed more than the 108 
Grams stated on the label at that time. The first major change in the 
Pro line came along in 1972. The hexagonal label was introduced 
with a corresponding recessed area on top of the cupola. But the 
second major change in the Pro line, in 1974, reversed the first 
(putting a flat top back on tile cupola) and removed tile raised 
lettering from tile top of the disc. Another slight retooling in 1975 
gave us U1e 75-15 designation tilat is still on the 15 mold today. 



The Pro: 25 Years of Service 

An interesting oddity in the mold IS occurred with some white discs 
left over from the I974 Rose Bowl. They showed up on store 
shelves with the All-American bot-stamp and label, the only cupola 
All-Americans I know of. Yellow IS's, also introduced at the '74 
Rose Bowl, showed up as the Ann Arbor tournament disc in Spring 
'7S (along with a few pink IS's that were used for distance), and with 
a red bot-stamp, as the IFf disc in '7S . An unknown quantity of 
yellow left-overs from these tournament runs carried the standard 
Pro label and bot-stamp and were shipped out for retail sales. The 
7S-IS version was the first black Pro in I980, for Jim Palmeri's 
AFDO, and in 1981 was used in a test run of IOO fire orange discs 
in the HDX plastic. 

In 1969, Wbam-0 released the split digit 14 mold (the 
revamped 4 ), said by some to be the best Pro ever produced. Initial 
production with this mold may have been at Irwin Toy in Canada, 
because some of the white split digit 14's were the first to carry the 
Canadian label, an Olympic ring label very similar to the first Pro 
labels from Wbam-0. Within a couple of years, a retooling 
replaced the split digit I4 numerals with the small (regular) numeral 
14. It went on to receive the same hexagon, and then non-hexagon, 
treatment as the 1S mold. The 14 was finally retired in the late 70's 
after a lot of hard use. It was the preferred disc of the 70's and was 
used for more tournaments than any other mold. Some highlights 
from 1974: the first pink Pro; the first white Pro in the U .S. since 
1970; the frrst premium color (green) for Wolfscbmidt; and, along 
with the 1S mold, the frrst yellow Pro. 

The split digit 16 was introduced in 1970. Relatively few 
of these were produced, all in white, before a retooling created the 
small numeral16. This second period 16 only saw production in 
Canada, again in white. Some of these became the frrst Pros to use 
premium hot-stamps: 1050 chum (a radio station), and CNE 
IRWIN FRISBEE COMPETITION 1972. Nineteen seventy 
two was a busy year for the I6 mold. It was slightly retooled for a 
brief production run in the U.S., retooled and sent back to Canada 
to become the frrst All-Canadian, retooled again in Canadian 
production, and then retooled a fourth time within a year to re-enter 
U.S. production. This last retooling bad the numeral 16 upside 
down, which looked like a 91. The mold then went to England for 
European production, presumably in 1972 because it never re
ceived the indented hexagon retooling that the other Pro molds did 
that year. As evidenced by the amount of retooling that the 16 went 
through in such a short.period of time, this was the least popular and 
most troublesome of the Pro molds. 
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The last Pro mold from Wbam-0 was the I7, in 1972. In 
an unusual but interesting departure from previous Wbam-0 offer
ings, a test run of clear discs was made before the bottom half of the 
mold was engraved and polished. It makes for a very nice collector's 
piece. The timing of this mold suggests that it was a replacement 
for the 16 mold that was sent to England. The frrst tooling included 
the indented hexagon on the cupola, but carried the mistaken 
copyright date 1972 on the .bottom side engraving. In the I974 
round of retoolings that removed the indented hexagon, the copy
right was corrected to 1965. Two more retoolings of the I7 mold 
in I974left it without a mold number until a 197S retooling put it 
back. Around 1980 the 17 mold went to Canada as a second Pro 
mold for Irwin Toy and went on to produce a number of tournament 
discs, including the nice maroon Master's disc and the 198S World's. 
with the cloth patch on the cupola. 

Irwin Toy finally obtained its own Pro mold, probably 
soon after it lost possesion of the I6 mold in 1972. The discs from 
this mold bad a very sharp rim that made them painful to throw. 
Around I97S, it was retooled to produce a much smoother rim, but 
the retooling also produced a better weight distribution that, in my 
opinion, resulted in an All-Canadian model that was superior to any 
Pro that came out of Wbam-O's shop. But in their infinite wis
dom(?), Irwin retooled it again the following year to remove the 
raised lettering on the top, and in the process destroyed the flight 
qualities that made their All-Canadian so good. I believe this mold 
is still in Canadian production along with the 17. 

Well, so much for a brief overview! I've enjoyed remi
niscing about the history of the Pro Model. If you believe I have 
something wrong, drop me a letter and let's get it straight. I have a 
catalog of Pros that hasn't been updated for several years that could 
also use any information anyone would share with me about recent 
(since I983) discs . Currently, my catalog shows that there are 
overi80 different Pros (U.S. molds only) available to collect. I'm 
sure the number has increased over the last six years, so send me 
your listings (mold, color, hot-stamp, label) for tournament discs 
those years. Now that I have access to a PC, I hope to have a 
publishable catalog soon (How long have I been saying that?) . If 
the readership of the GPA newsletter is interested, maybe pieces of 
the catalog can be published in the newsletter as a series until the full 
catalog is available. 

Bruce Willis 
2707 Trail Ridge Road 
Huntsville, Alabama 3S810 
(20S) 8S2-8224 (home) 
(20S) 922-7429 (work) 

Editor's Note: Bruce bad wrote this article back in the spring 
of I989 for the Guts Players Association newsletter. 



.... Let Jimmie Take Over! 
By Bob Morton 

In 1976, Wham-0 produced and distributed for the ftrst 
time trans! ucen t tournament Frisbees®. Made for the North Ameri
can Series, these Frisbees® became quite popular among players 
because of their durability and feel. They were also helpful for 
some catching tricks because you could see through the disc.* 

The 76 series Frisbees® are frequently referred to as the 
"Jimmies", or the "Jimmy series". The reason for this reference is 
a player from Somerville, N.J. Jim Scala is depicted on every 
championship disc, except for two Frisbees®, making a leaping 
between the legs trailing edge catch. Incidently, this 76 series 
Frisbee® was the ftrst ever to have a player hotstamped on it.* 

The "Jimmies" werehotstampedin ftvecolors. The colors 
were red, yellow, green, blue, and black. The black Jimmies are the 
most highly prized of the translucent tournament series. They are 
extremely rare and made offtcial at only one tournament, the 
Western National Golf Championship in Aprill976.* 

Stan Korth attended this tournament and he saw some of 
the black Jimmies being thrown. However, at that time, no one 
knew that the run was extremely limited and that in a very short 
time, their value would skyrocket and their availability would be 
almost nil. 

There were approximately twenty three black Jimmie 50 
molds produced and about one hundred 40 molds. With less than 
25 complete sets (50 and 40 molds) made, these Frisbees® are truly 
historic and legendary. 

For what it's worth, the 50 mold pictured on the cover 
happens to be from the Morton collection. I was able to obtain the 
50 and40molds in mint condition from Rick Neil in a mega-hot disc 
trade. It was a trade that I'll always be glad I made. 

Frizz Out in a Moonage Daydream 
-Dr. Doom 

THE REAL WORLD CHAMPION 

*These paragraphs were surnmized from Frisbee® World 
Volumne 1, issue 4 1977. 
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DISC GOLFER BBS 
(4 14) 964-5111 

FidoNet 1 :154/666 24 hrs. 

• Over 500 megat;ryUs of on-line files and Shareware 
programs. 

• Frisbee Sports Echo. Network with other disc players 
around t.he U.S. and Canada with a local phone call t.o a 
bbs in your city. This is a public message area where you 
can entu new messages and replyt.o others. Disc sports 
vendors, promoters and clubs can advertise your st.ufffor 
free in t.he echo. If you want t.o join the echo or want t.o 
leam more about. this, call Joe Weinshel (414) 964-0112 
for det.ails. 

• Large selection of Windows true t.ype scalable typeface 
font files, graphic .TIF and disc golf text files available for 
downloading. Great. for newslet-ter editors and desktop 
publishing. 

• On-line buy, sell, trade your disc paraphernalia. 

• Modem speeds from 2400-28,800 baud. 

• A free public service sports bbs. 

1\ri\N'f)~J): 
QUALITY COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS 

(approx. 4"x6") of displayed disc collections for a new book 

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 
FRISBEE COLLECTING 

All photos should be sent with o personal STATEMENT (75 words or less) on 
your disc collecting interest, plus which individual or class of discs you ore 

willing to trade or sell. 
(Please do not include any prices in your statement.) 

STATEMENT OBJECTIVES: 
1. Should be designed to encourage and inform the GENERAL PUBLIC 

about the concept of collecting valuable Aying discs. 
2. We should try to stimulate our stagnant world of disc collecting and 
generate disc soles. 

Your nome, address and phone number (optional) should be listed with the 
personal statement. 

Nl~l~l) I~ I): 
I would like to invite everyone to be port of the "Pricing Process." Please send 
any price lists, auction results, or submit your own price list on golf discs, Pros, 
antiques -any collectible Aying discs. (The final prices will be averaged) . Your 

ncime will be included as o contributor to this unique and timely publication . All 
material should be sent to me before May 31, 1 9 9 4 

(Photos may not be returned. P.S. You con be in the photo if you like) . 

Please send to: 
Victor Malafronte 

P.O . Box 4020·002 • Alameda, CA 94501 • Phone: (510) 465·3869 

Thank you for your consideration. Victor-D02 

------------------------------------



Tulsa's Nighthawk 
By John Exline 

The story really begins the summer of 1980. After four years of object disc 
golf at Trinity University, I was exposed to Ultimate during my senior year and 
·immediately fell in love with it. Upon my return toT-town after graduation I got 
a group of Bishop Kelly and Holland Hall High School alumni together on 
Sunday evenings at the old Holland Hall campus for a rousing match of 
Ultimate. In August it was decided that we would play the Oklahoma City Jam 
for the State Championship. We used the name "Nighthawks" from a Tom Waits 
song . At the end of the summer the original team broke up and returned to 
colleges across the country . We tried to keep the Ultimate Spirit alive and kept 
a core of players together, kept practicing, recruited new blood and even hit the 
road. In 1981 we got to a few tournaments and really tried to improve our 
physical condition and disc skills . While on the road we got into disc trading and 
noticed that they always had a tournament disc and some of the teams even had 
their own team disc (the Sky Pilots, Condors, Windy City, etc). Our favorite disc 
was from the Team "Full Tilt". It was drawn in perspective with a player going 
horizontal for a catch and the disc just on the edge of his finger tips. It was really 
cool. We knew from that moment on we wanted a team disc. 

Nineteen hundred and eighty two was the best year of the Nighthawks. Our 
team finally gelled . We even hosted our own tournament with 16 teams from 
6 states. We decided that we would print our disc for the tournament. We had 
a "contest" to see who the designer of the disc would be. The day of the judging 
(at Holland Hall field of course) Tony Heckenkemper showed up with three 
really good designs, all camera ready. Two members of the team had each 
brought a pencil drawing . I thought Tony was a shoo-in. He bad worked with 
me on several other discs; the Metro Classic (Discraft), the "Fly the Tulsa Parks" 
marker micro minis, the "Riverside G tide" and others . When it came time to vote 
I was surprised. The team voted for a pencil drawing by Chris Sloan (manager 
of Kinko's) who was on our team. Chris went to work on the final design and 
we contacted Wham-0 on the production details (not to mention the financial 
arrangements). The design itself comes in part from the Full Tilt disc, in that they 
used the horizontal lines to add perspective in theirs. The one dimensional hawk 
was very similar to the old Atlanta Falcons logo. We decided to put the ring of 
names around the edge to honor team members who bad each contributed $50 
to help finance the team disc. There are some people on the ring who never 
played in a tournament with us like Jason Starr (an original Nighthawk who was 
great) and there were people who were with us all along in the trenches, at 
practice and on the road that were not on the ring. We choose the red plastic for 
two reasons . We preferred red because it softened in the sun and became 
"sticky" . Red custom discs were also rare so it made our team disc somewhat 
unique. A few days before the tourney the big box from Wham-0 arrived and 
I could hardly contain myself as I ripped open the box to find 200 of our team 
discs on white plastic! I was bummed. I called Wham-0 and told them they 
messed up. They pleaded with me. They said no one does red plastic, it would 
look terrible. I insisted. They offered to print 50 in Red Plastic and send them 
to us at no cost if we would keep the white. I polled the team and most of them 
really didn't care and thought that it was a good deal. We went for it and a week 
later a smaller box of 50 red 80 molds showed up. They were really sweet. I think 
that they were even more so knowing that there was only 50 of them. I sold my 
second to last one in October 1982 for $50 to a Sky Pilot at the UFO tourney in 
Springfield, Missouri. That was twelve years ago. I still have one and I can 
probably find 5 of the original fifty here in Tulsa. As for the rest....? 
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Ultiinate Tragedy 
by Steve Ward 

Tragedy rocked the flying disc world Sunday, April lOth. Around 1:30 p.m. 
lightning struck players and spectators of the Monkey Bowl, an Ultimate match 
at Ezell Park in Antioch, a subdivision of Nashville, Tennessee. Shawn Adams, 
29, of Chattanooga, died April 10th at Southern Hills Medical Center after being 
struck by lightning. Carmen Lipoma, 28, of Atlanta, was in critical condition 
when admitted into the hospital and remains in a coma but responding to touch 
on both sides of her body, and both of her pupils are responsive. Seventeen other 
players were treated and released. 

"It was like a grenade exploded," said Fred Baes of Oak Ridge . "People were 
just standing there on the field, and then it just went 'Bang! '. It was a huge bolt. 
It knocked me back about 5 yards . I was knocked over the water cooler and 
behind it." Metro Homicide Detective Brad Putnam said, "They didn't think the 
lightning was that close." 

The funeral for Shawn was held Wednesday the 13th in Chattanooga. There 
were over 300 people at the services , 200 of which were Ultimate players. 
People traveled from all over the southeast, and one former teammate flew in 
from Hawaii. The ceremony was very appropriate, and the Spirit of the Game 
was evident in everyone. If interested, memorial contributions should be sent 
to: 

In care of Marcus Clagg 
P.O. Box 15402 
Chattanooga, TN 37415 

Carmen's condition is still unchanged as of this writing . She is listed in 
critical but stable condition. One significant problem, however, bas been 
discovered. Carmen had not worked at her current job long enough to qualify 
for health insurance through their program. She is currently uninsured. This is 
a VERY serious matter. A trust fund bas been set up to help defray her health 
care costs, and any donations would be greatly appreciated (whether individu
ally, or through your team, or in whatever manner you deem appropriate). 
Donations to this fund can be made by sending checks to: 

The Carmen Lipoma Fund 
c/o Joey Reiman Agency 
3060 Peachtree Road, Penthouse 
Atlanta, GA 30305 

We here at the IFDCA extend our condolences to Shawn Adams' family and 
friends, and wish Carmen and the others injured a speedy recovery. 



''Collecting in 
By Rod Ruble 

About the Writer: 

Occuption: Head of Shipping, Wine Distribution Company. 
Hobbies: Disc collecting (since 1989), Disc Golf (twice weekly), Mountain Biking, Basketball. 
Disc Golf Highlights: Edgewood Labor Day Classic 1990 Champion (Amateur m. Madrid, IA. 

and an invitation and participation in the 1991 Amateur World Championships in Detroit, Michigan 

My interest in collecting discs began with my interest in Frisbee® disc golf. It was 1988 when my friends and I first di covered golf 
discs manufactured by other companies. Lower profile and heavier golf discs were an instant excitement for some of my friends, but others 
were skeptical. Our frrst organized tournament (The 1988 Water-Works Vistors Classic) pitted golf disc throwers, one of which was myself, 
against die-hard Frisbee® users. With a Texan by Lightning I eked out a victory over those throwing Frisbee ®. Soon after, my friends 
were clamoring about where I got the disc and if I could get more in great varieties. 

Feeling a bit of responsibility to my friends and a growing interest in both the sport and the plastic, I took a short journey from Des Moines 
to Waterloo, Iowa, where the 1989 World Championships were being held. I arrived on Sunday just in time to watch the Master finalists 
tee off and to pick through the decent assortment of discs for sale. Back then, the fairly large tent filled with rows and rows of wonderfully 
colored plastic was fantastic. Like a child in a candy store, I stood in awe of all the people handling and caressing the spherical shapes. 
I edged my way closer to the many boxes to be scrutinized. There was a problem though, darkening the joy I found tough to suppress . All 
the discs bad 1989 World hots tamps on them when my main objectiye was to acquire, for my friends and myself, the blazing artwork found 
on discs like Innova-Champion's Stingray and Cobra. Shortly after, I began to gather discs and wished I had gotten more with the 1989 
Worlds botstamp. 

Satisfied and hardly disappointed I beaded home to distribute to friends the fine plastic I bought. They also were sati fied and got me -
seaching for more golf discs. Soon, I was buying discs from a local source (Kim Steele), who gave me tips on out-of- town distributors (Rick 
Neil and Rick Rothstein). I also subscribed to Disc Golf World News and Disc Golf Journal (later) , along with my membership in the 
P.D.G.A.. 

A year later my collection was growing along with my knowledge of disc history and sources for pia tic (thank to the above, to name 
a few) . I realized that the various companies who produce discs often retooled their molds and changed the hots tamps, along with adding 
and deleting discs from their lines. This took me by surprise, having to invest more time for researching collectable discs and money for 
out of production plastic. I recommend, to those interested in discs, to contact those named above, or your local distributor to get more 
information on the histories of the many discs you use and admire everyday. 



the Nineties'' 
When buying for my collection I looked for unusual discs (marbled, spurred, and old), colors (blue, black, red, and purple), hots tamp 

types (custom, diamond, oil stain, and speckled), and stamp colors (copper and rainbow). There is such a great variety of styles and designs, 
for example, doubled and multi-hotstamped, that I look for any and all interesting discs. Now that I've told you about my start in collecting 
I would like to take you on a short tour of my collection with a stop or two at some of my favorite discs. Keep in mind, however, that the 
bulk of my collection (Hammers, Eclip es, Cobras, and Stingray) I have a particular eye for are the same discs that are prevalent in my golf 
bag. 

Our first stop is at the Innova-Champion Cobra section. I have approximately fifty Cobras from flat-top, to San Marino domed- top, 
to Innova-Champion Glos, to multi-stamped and specialty hots tamps. I select as my favorite Cobra a charcoal black Ontario flat-top with 
a dark black hotstamp. Black on black at 173 grams. 

Second, from the same manufacturer, is the Stingray. In my collection I have several of each design and stamp type, along with everal 
trange one-of-a-kind discs. An autumn orange Stingray with both a flat blue Cobra and metallic purple Stingray hotstamp would qualify 

as one-of-a-kind. Another favorite Stingray is my 173 gram maroon San Marino with a shiny gold, front view hots tamp. (Maroon Stingrays 
are very rare). Another superS tin gray I particularly admire is my 178 gram marbled gray/black Ontario flat-top with a metallic blue side 
view hotstamp. 

Next, in the Hammer department I have many types, colors and stamp varieties to appreciate including two of my favorites, the mallet 
about to smash into the chains, and the H:A:M:M:E:R hots tamps. Right now I'm particularly interested in old mold Hammers. Recently 
I also began concentrating on buying multi-stamped discs. Several of these are favorites and worth mentioning, but they are too complex 
to describe. 

When Discraft came into the picture with the revolutionary Eclipse, I was very excited. Its low proflle design helped my golf game and 
really started me collecting. The Eclipse was amain focus in my collection from the beginning. Of the many styles, the original sun tamped 
Eclipse is my favorite. A dark purple and a flat black with rainbow hotstamps and a deep sky blue with metallic red are just a few of my 
favorite sun hotstamped Eclipses. 

I've described only a few discs in my collection. I've learned much over the years about the sport of disc golf and about discs in general . 
Because I like the sport and want it to grow, I share my information about it. Good people like Rick Neil and the staff of this publication 
go one step further, by placing information about discs in the bands of those interested. As golf advocates continue to advertise the greatness 
of di c golf, many people, like some of my friends, have also begun playing the sport and collecting special discs of their own for a variety 
of reasons. In collecting anything still in production there is an element of unpredictability. It is this that keeps me interested in gathering 
knowledge and collecting old and unique discs, as well as trying new disc designs . 

I would like to thank Victor B. Clark in helping me write this article. 

Choice selections from the Rod Ruble collection. 
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It's Super Pro 
By Steve Ward 

The year was 1973, and people all over the world were tossing 
around the highly successful Pro model Frisbee®. But typical to 
the realm of sports equipment evolution, the players were yearn
ing for a better disc. A disc that would fly farther and open up new 
flying disc sports. Wham-0 was aware of this need, and the 
players got their wish in the form of the Super Pro, a larger, 
heavier, cupola-less Pro. 

The Super Pro mold was created in the summer of 1973, and 
two different prototypes were produced from this 50 mold. The 
first had a paper label showing the 12 zodiac signs and the words 
"Classic Frisbee" hotstarnped on top of a gold pearlescent disc 
(other Classic Frisbee colors may have been produced). The 
second disc from this same mold had a hotstamped eagle and a 
1973 copyright date, and was called the Super Pro. The "Super 
Pro" name was more popular of the two discs, resulting in most 
of the Classic Frisbees being destroyed, but there are a few rare 
Classics that are now in the hands of collectors. 

The first public appearance of the Super Pro was seen in the 
Fall 1973 International Frisbee Association (IFA) newsletter. 
This new Frisbee, still in its prototype phase, was molded in dull 
blue plastic. Some were blank - no hotstamp or label. Earlier 
prototype colors were bright red, chartreuse, clear (void of color) 
and a pink swirl. None of these discs carried a mold number, but 
they had a flat puddle. When Super Pro production went into full 
swing, other colors available were clear flake, green flake, pea 
green, light green, blue, blue flake, dark orange, pink frost, and 
peach frost These discs had the 50 mold designation. 

The quality of the early eagle hotstamp would sometimes 
suffer, so Wham-0 changed to an eagle label with no lettering. To 
avoid waste, the eagle label was placed over the discs that had an 
eagle hotstamp, making them a hot collectable. The Super Pros 
that were not hotstamped with an eagle used eagle labels that were 
smaller. 

Almost two years later the original 50 mold Super Pro began 
to change. The May 1975 Octad and July 1975 International 
Frisbee® Tournament (1FT) discs were the first to show the 
transition of this mold to the 141"0" (grams) discs. The discs 
produced for the 1975 World Frisbee® Championships (Pepsi 
hotstarnp) were the first 50 mold 1410 discs. The following year 
these discs, molded in brown and turquoise plastic, displayed the 
World Class 1410- 4 signature hotsta.mp (the 4 signatures are 
from the 1975 WFC champions). 
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A new mold was cut for the Super Pro before the 50 mold was 
used solely for 1410 disc production. This new 60 mold pro
duced many Super Pros, and may have been later retooled into the 
51 mold for 141 0 production. The 61 and current 62 mold also 
produced Super Pros. 

Here are some more helpful tips to determine the age of a Super 
Pro: 

-Prototype and early Super Pros had a 17mm rim depth and 
the bottom edge of the rim was very rounded. The diameter 
of these discs measured 253-254.5mm. 

-Later Super Pros had a 18mm rim depth resulting from the 
rim being "pinched" and causing the rim to be slightly 
lengthened. The bottom edge of the rim was not as rounded 
as early Super Pros. The diameter of these discs were 
257mm. 

-Super Pro/1410 transition discs had an 18.5mm rim depth 
and a diameter of 256mm. 

Some rare Super Pros include: 

-The "Classic" Frisbee and prototype Super Pros. 
- Super Pros with the eagle hotstamp under an eagle label 
- Small eagle label with no lettering 
- No mold numbers 
- Special colors 
- 1975 Octad (orange disc with a blue hotstamp) 
- 1975 1FT (yellow disc with a red hotstamp) 
- Jerry Lewis Muscular Dystrophy Association label 
-Yellow disc with red and gold hotstamp of John Kirkland's 

autograph 
- Blanks (no hotstamp or label) 

(The editor would like to thank Bruce Willis for providing much 
of the information used in this article. We welcome any additional 
information on this disc for use in a later issue.) 



Mizzou's Finest 
1980 IFA® Club of the Year 

Flying Disc Society of Springfield, Missouri 

This annual award is intended to recognize and 
honor the efforts of local clubs. Much of the labor 
which contributes to successful club programs is 
thankless, demanding work which is not easily re
membered when the tournament/party/clinic or golf 
course finally comes off. The club people who 
devote that crucial effort often do so at the expense 
of personal playing time. It's really hard to say what 
keeps them at it but we can all be glad they do. 

The clubs that entered this year's contest ran the 
full gamut on almost every dimension. Some had 
very highly organized structme with multiple offic
ers, voting quorums, rules of order and detailed 
minutes of each meeting. Others had equally strin
gent rules against all such things . Size ranged from 
150 members (Sacramento Wizards) to 15. Some 
pursued a full range of activity others only one 
discipline. A number of the entrants were college
based clubs while others were community-based 
working folks (well, at least they weren't going to 
school). A couple of the clubs bad only been in 
existence a year while others, like Tufts Ultimate, 
date back to 1972. 

In the midst of these many differences, there is 
one similarity shared by all the club programs we 
reviewed and it is that the people involved like 
playing together more than they liked playing alone. 
This preference, of course, springs primarily from 
the social nature of our games, but it also seems to be 
true that people who like flying saucers also tend to 
like each other. 

Selection of a winning club was extremely diffi
cult as each of the clubs is an obvious winner in its 
own right because it meets the needs of its members. 
The Springfield, Missouri Flying Disc Society 
emerged as the winner mainly because of the strength, 
durability and diversity of their overall program. In 
other words, these folks have had a lot of great things 

Lets face it --Springfield, Missouri was not ex
actly the most natural soil in which to plant the 
somewhat radical seed of a flying disc club. We're 
talkin' baseball country and no beach for a long ways. 
It's just not like putting up the first poster in Sarasota, 
La Jolla or Amherst Fortunately however, the seed 
did get planted in the Fall of 1975 as a student 
organization of SouthwestMissomi State University 
in Springfield (once again the academic haven for the 
obviously out- of- step). Stephen Smith and Frank 
Neef had been getting into it for almost a year until 
they made the big organizational move. From that 
point developed an amazing series of activities which 
are literally too numerous to mention here. A topical 
summary of some of the highlights will have to do: 

Establishment of an 18 hole object course on 
campus and a 9 hole DGA course In a city park. 
Hosting of the flrst Central States regional 
tournament. 

Fielding the region's flrst Ultimate team, 
"Microbes in Action". 

Establishment of a local Ultimate league -
U.F.O., which is now five years old, has 200 
members and hosts annual regional Ultimate 
meets. 

Boasting both men's and women's Guts teams 
who won both divisions of the "81 Central States 
GPA regional. 

Initiation of F.E.M.S., an organization of 
Central States women players. 

Serving as the organizational bub for the Mid 
State Frisbee® disc Alliance. 

Offering a womens Ultimate team, "La Swoop" 
('81 UPA regional champions). 

Establishment of a local meeting place at a 
local restaurant (The Deli Machine) which 
features disc displays and a club bulletin board. 

Hosting of an '80 NAFDS meet. 

Production of Innumerable t-sbirts, disc 
designs, pins, golf score cards, publicity posters, 
trophies ad infinitum. 

Attraction of consistently good sponsorship 
from local and regional businesses. 

Generation of Incredible local publicity and 
public recognition. 

Formation of a demonstration team that does 
shows and clinics for schools and local events. 

Now, if you the reader have ever taken on any 
level of responsibility for club activities, the forego
ing list has probably left you a bit fatigued. One of 
the keys to the Springfleld success seems to be the 
fact that there are a substantial number of people 
willing to take on particular responsibilities. Also, 
the programs are creatively designed to gain a lot of 
helpful support from the members and the commu
nity. 

Aside from its dmation and diversity, the most 
distinctive feature of the Springfield program which 
contributed to the selection as club of the year, is the 
strong positive effect the club bas bad within the 
region. I tis one thing to labor for the progress of your 
own group but even more impressive is activity 
which enhances general growth. Few clubs have had 
as broad and lasting an impact 

In short, the Flying Disc Society and the great 
people who make it happen give us a clear vision of 
what we can do for omselves. Not that any particular 
activity they promote is right for anyplace else but 
that through those activities they have produced a 
warm and stimulating climate for the growth of both 
the play and the players. MO news is good news.. 

RUNNER UP 
SACRAMENTO WIZARDS 

It is almost impossible to compare the records 
of these top two clubs because in many ways they 
are opposite extremes. The Sacramento club is 
only one year old but it has grown to 150 members 
in that time. The area has a long, rich history of 
disc play dating back to the late 60's. Dr. Stancil 
Johnson lived and played in Sacramento as did the 
Schneider brothers, who taught the f1rst college 
credit disc classes at Sacramento State. 

Originated and directed by Charlie Callahan. 
the Wizards have compiled an amazing year of 
activity including a newsletter, ten tournaments, 
construction of two area golf courses, production 
of many specially imprinted club items, 75 club 
demos and a high school Ultimate league. An 
incredible record. Charlie must be a Wizard. 

Reprinted with permission from IFA 
Frisbee® disc World Volume 6 Issue 2 
1981 



.. Lightning Strikes~· 
Part One 
By Rick Neil 

Steve Howle and his parents moved to Dallas in 1957 from 
Pittsburgh. While attending college at The University of Texas in 
Austin, Steve became a "Frisbyterian". He would toss the disc around 
with local college buddies. Steve was thinking about going to the 
University of California at Berkeley for undergraduate school back in 
the 70's. He went out to Berkeley to check it out, and he would frequent 
a local park and throw discs. It was at the 1 OOth Anniversary celebration 
of the City of Berkeley that Steve was exposed to Victor Malafronte's 
Freestylin' Show. "Yeah, Victor was Freestylin' during Country Joe 
McDonald's concert on stage. It was wild. He had about 7 discs in the 
air at once. My roommate Karen knew Victor so (being a Frisbyterian) 
I got to talk to him after the show. He had this ball bearing contraption 
on the end of his finger. I thought it was really neat- this guy making 
a living throwing Frisbee®." 

After coming back to Dallas and getting into Disc Golf in the 
80's, Steve started thinking about making a golf disc and looking for 
people to cut a mold. There were about 18 people in town (Dallas) who 
could do it. Steve's Dad, an Aerospace Engineer from Stanford, helped 
him draw up the tooling plans and worked direct with the tooler(tool & 
die) . " I fmally got a mold cut in late 1984, and started producing 
Lightnings. I ran about 10 to 15 thousand before 'topping off the core'." 
The first color run of the Lightning was in white plastic. The artwork 
was silkscreened on because he never thought about decorating them. 
The artwork had a WWII P-38 Lightning warplane with P-38lettering 
on the tail section of the plane and a "Big D Discs" on the bottom of the 
circle of the artwork . The second run was a metallic silver plastic (on 
the front cover) with a black silkscreened design. Steve dropped the P-
38 lettering on the tail section because it was hard to print on the disc 
without a lot of rejects. The third run was the brick tan in hard plastic 
discs with a grey silkscreen. These were also the ones used for the 1985 
World Disc Golf Championships design. 

"A friend asked me once, Why did you name your disc after the 
Lockheed Lightning?' I told him because it was the badest thing in the 
sky. Both our Top Aces flew the Lightning in World War II." 

The original first run Lightning was the first disc to break the 
200 yard Distance mark. Frank Aguilera held the Distance Record at 
548 feet with an Eagle. Then Michael Canci of Australia set a new 
record with a Lightning 612 feet in 1987. On the day he threw it (April 
11, 1987) was 44 years to the day that P-38 Lightnings of the 8th Fighter 
Group scored their first victory over the Japanese. 

In our next issue we will talk about the retooling changes and 
the production changes that created many differences in the new 

Lightning golf disc, i.e. floppy plastic, razorblade edges, etc. 
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The latest from 
Lightning Discs ... 

i~~~~~~~5i~ The new overstable ~ B-25 Mitchell will be 
available soon from 
Lightning. Very Fast! 

The new tooling for '94 has 
a slightly taller proflle and 
more massive rim. The 

flight path is much more ~~§§l~~~~~ 
stable and wind resistant. fj --~·· 
Weight range: 148-179g. 
(available in 150 Class) ·-~ --
Limited quantities of the 
original model still 
available. 

The new retooled Lightning. 
Slightly taller profile for 
slightly more stablibilty. 
Still overstable and a 
good wind penetrator. 
Finger grip rings on the 
inside rim. 

Look For 3 New Discs Coming Soon! 

For more information contact: 
Steve Howle 

Lightning Discs 
P. 0. Box 181025 
Dallas, TX 75218 

(214) 328-9017 



Collector's Trading Block 

SELL BUY TRADE 
Cataloging 81 boxes of discs, will sell most. 

Call206-641-8828 
Sheryl Newland 

2,000 discs in my collection, now up for 
sale! 

Call408-633-4114 
Ron Wide! 

Throw art! Artwork on plastic canvase! 
Limited numbers produced, $10.00 each 
plus shipping. Each disc dated & numbered 
by artist. 

Call 7 13-661-6959 
John Powell 

'83-'93 Commerative Shuttle Puppies! 
Original logo with current 10 year reunion 
update. Originals worth $50.00+, buy these 
now for $8 .00 + $2.00 shipping & handling. 
Send $10.00 check to: Tom Monroe 

2426 NW 119tb Ave. 
Gainesville, FL 32609 

Selling collection of 1, 716 discs! Will sell at 
wholesale prices . Terms 50% down & 50% 
COD. Also selling complete 18 bole DGA 
disc golf course. If interested call or write: 

Tom Ingle 
1340 NW 82nd St. Suite: 5-037 

Kansas City, MO 64118 
816-468-0011 

Looking for Softoucbes in bard plastic with 
flight rings . Wanted WDGC set for the year 
1992. 

Call 508-664-2888 
Steve Hartwell 

Wanted a Harvey J. Kukuk Fastback. Also 
looking for an IFf Super Pro. Have the Pro 
but need the Super Pro to complete my set. 

Call 606-344-9528 
Steven Trauger 

Looking for a raised letter Master in white 
plastic. Got one call me! 

Brain Hayes 313-439-8182 

Wanted to buy Viper star hots tamp golf 
discs . 

216-492-0910 evenings 
Steve Hill 

Wanting a set of L'ttle Abners 
703-830-91 17 

James Cromwell 

Got any Gumbie Aviar Putters? Call me. 
301-953-1087 
Jim Sawyer 

Wanting to replace my $50,000 golf bag. 
704-365-2014 workldays 

John Putnam 

Looking for Guts plates before 1973, Pie 
Tins, and Gu ts memorabilia . 
Call 215-582-5196 
Skeeter Hoffman 

Catch This! 

Collect, sell, & trade golf discs . 
Call619-582-1697 
Don Olow 

I swap & trade golf discs, call me. 

Allen Pier 

I collect minis 
31 6-755-2681 
Bill Paulson 

I. F. D. C. A. Membership Mini Frisbee® Production Numbers 
25 membership minis ptinted with silver prism hotstamp 

50 membership minis ptinted with orange hotstamp 
50 membership minis ptinted with white hotstamp 

50 membership minis printed with red hotstamp 
54 membership minis ptinted with black hotstamp 

All minis were UV plastic. 
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OOPS! 
In Volume One, Issue One, under the beading "The First Golf Discs", 

we inadvertently listed Destiny's first golf disc as the "Putter" . It should 
have read "Puppy". 

Also in the same issue, in the article entitled "Wbam-O's Mystery", 
we used the registered trademark symbol® after the word "Frisbee" . At 
the time of Mystery Y production, the word "Frisbee" bad not yet been 
registered, and the registered trademark does not appear on the elise. 

We regret these errors. 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

Mattei to Buy Kransco 
The big toymaker Mattei said that it will buy Kiansco, a San 

Francisco-based competitor, putting Boogie boards, HulaHoops,Fiisbees 
and Power Wheels under the same roof as Barbie. 

In a written statement, the companies said they expect the transaction 
to be completed by May 31. The value of the deal wasn't disclosed. 

In 1993, Kiansco sold about $175 million worth of goods, including 
Power Wheels battery-powered ride-on vehicles; Hula Hoop and Frisbee 
products marketed under the Wbam-0 trademark; and Morey Boogie 
boards and other water sport toys. 

Mattei merged with Fisher-Price in November. 

From Wire Reports 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
The following more or less chronologically arranged list of U .S. 
Wbam-0 discs is presented as a starting point for a TYPE ET 
specialty collection (reprinted from FDCA newsletter #8) Please let 
us know of any mold we have omitted. 
1. Pluto Platter 23 . G-70 
2. Sailing Satellite 24. Malibu 
3. Mars Platter 25 . Spectra 
4. Speedy 26. Supra 
5. Flying Saucer 27. Pocket Pro 
6. Professional 28. Night/Midnight Flyer 
7. Horseshoe 29. HDX 
8. Regular 30. Magna and Omni HDR 
9. Master 31. 86 mold 
10. Whirley 32. 91 mold 
11. Mini 33. Ripstinger 
12. Fastback 34. 78 mold 
13. All American 35. 77 mold 
14. SuperPro/Classic 36. 44mold 
15. World Class 89G Supertight 37. UV-Max 
16. World Class 50 mold 
17. World Class 40 mold 
18. World Class 90 mold 
19. World Class 80 mold 
20. World Class 70 mold 
21. World Class 100 mold 
22. Soft Frisbee 

Announcements 
If you have birthdays, anniversarys, births, deaths, or wedding an
nouncements you would like others to know about, end them to us at 
the address listed on the inside front cover. 
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WKY · 930 AM Radio Station -
Premium Lip Service 

By Rick Neil 

Upon leaving the Chicago area and coming to Oklahoma, Stan 
Korth was very instrumental in tarting F1isbee® sport toumaments 
here. Stan was a member of the Highland A veune Aces Guts team 
in Chicago with .T obn Connelly and other team members. He started 
up the IF A sanctioned State Cbampiosbips here in Oklahoma and 
helped Ed Headrick install several of our DGA Pole Hole® disc 
golf cour es when Stan served as Regional Pro for the PDGA. This 
article is not about Stan Korth but rather the mini I bought from him 
in the early '80's. 

WKY 930 Radio was an AM Radio Station in Oklahoma City 
back in the early '70's. Stan came across this mini through one of 
the Fiisbee® contestants at one of the toumaments Stan promoted 
and directed in the late '70's. The story has it that either the radio 
station or Wbam-0 bad a promotion that included these minis . 
Either the radio station bought orne from Wbam-0 for a radio 
promotion, or Wham-0 gave some to WKY AM Radio as a sales 
promotion to see if the station would buy more. Whichever the case 
may be there's not many of these hot lips in Oklahoma! It makes 
me wonder; if these were a sales promotion from Wbam-0, how 
many other radio stations or companies did Wham-0 make a few 
minis with labels in the early '70's to promote sales? 
(Remember in the first IFDCA issue we cover the Raggedy Ann 
mini which was one such promotion by Wham-0 and ales rep . 
Ernie Wilkinson.) 

The mini bas a rai ed nipple underneath with a small C mold 
letter next to the nipple. This is the second generation (so to speak) 
that Wbam-0 produced. (See the IFDCA second issue mini article 
"R..T. Frisby Knows Frisbee®" on this subject.) The label has three 
hot colors -red, black, and white, and has letteiing at the top that 
reads "A Remarkable RadioS tation " with the lips in the middle and 
WKY . 930 at the bottom. Even its space-age computer-type 
lettering was ahead of its time. 



Don't Forget to Renew Your Membership 

Now Two Ways To Renew Your Membership! 

Renew For $10.00 A Year And Receive Four Color Newsletters Annually, 
And A New Laminated Membership Card For 1994. 

OR 

Renew For $25.00 For A Three Year Membership (A $5.00 Savings!) 
And Receive A Wham-0 FB-3 Metal-Flake Fastback 

With Your Name and Membership Number. 
Also Receive A Rainbow Colored Laminated Membership Card. 

You'll Also Receive Three Years of Four Color Newsletters Annually. 
(Offer Limited Time Only And Applies To Renewal Memberships Only, Sorry.) 

International Flying Disc 
Collector•s Association 

* Receive Four Color Newsletters a Year about Tips On Collecting Flying Discs of All Kinds! 

(Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery) 

NAME 

* Receive a Certificate of Membership Suitable for Framing! 

* Receive a Laminated Membership Card! 

* Receive a Custom Membership Mini Frisbee® with Your Name on it! 
(New Members Only) 

What Are Your Collecting Interests? 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ADDRESS 

CITY/ST ATFJZIP 

TELEPHONE# 

Mail To: I.F.D.C.A. P. 0. Box 470794 Tulsa, Oklahoma 74147-0794 



For Everything You Need ..... 

In Your Rotating World! 
Discs • Footbags !i.. · • 

Golf Discs 
(New & Old) 

Ultimate Discs 

Freestyle Discs 

Guts Discs 

DOC Discs 

Fastbacks 
(MTA & K-9) 

Minis 

Aerobies 

Hacky Sacks 
"Stylers" 

"Jammers" 
"Shredders" 

Flying Clippers 
"Tangent" 

"Tetra" 
"Octoe" 

Soc Soc 
"Kenny Shults" 

j Pat Bieber" 
Brine 

"Eclipse" 

Disc In Hand Trophies 
Custom Plaques 

Chums 
Wristowels 

Golf Disc Towels 
Golf Caps 

Tournament Tee Shirts 
(New & Old) 
Up Time® 

Books 
Old I.F.A. Magazines 

"Complete Your Collection" 
Silicone Spray 

We carry a full line of discs made from these manufacturers: 
lnnova-Champion; Lightning; Discraft; Destiny-Dynamic; Wham-0; Disc Golf Assoc. 

Just broke your old golf disc .... 
Big tournament coming up and need a replacement? 
Who You Genna Caii? .... ~ISt ~ #f.I_1~EI'".5,mc. 

IF DCA 
P.O. Box 470794 
Tulsa, OK 74147-0794 

Address Correction Requested 

(918)622-6648 
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